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一、中英文摘要及關鍵詞

中文摘要

本專題計畫提出一個新的分群(clustering)技術，以基因演算法(Genetic Algorithm, GA)為基
礎，但不需要執行 GA 運算。藉由分析族群馬可夫鏈(population Markov chains) 以及一些基因演
算法操作運算的修改，本篇提出的技術效能遠遠超越現存的其它基因演算法分群(GA clustering)
方法。本文提出的策略採用 Yong Gao et al. 所提之馬可夫鏈的修改版本來計算演化的過程。在演
化的過程中，子代的產生根據馬可夫鏈模型(Markov chain modeling)所提供的機率而得，因而不需
要傳統的基因演算運算子，如複製、交配、突變等等。因此可以省掉基因演算法中所需的大量計
算。在分群的過程中，每個群聚(cluster)的中心從資料集中挑選且以二元表示法來表示群聚中心，
因此可事先計算資料集合內每兩點的距離，再存放於一個查詢表(look-up table)中，如此在計算適
應函數(fitness function)時能避免重複的計算。此計畫中我們分析不同的距離度量並研究如何保持
群聚的特性，比如形狀和大小。最後利用 DB index 來量測群聚效度(cluster validity)。實驗結果指
示出我們所提的方法無論在分群結果或執行效率上均優於其它傳統基因演算法。
關鍵詞: 基因演算法，基因運算，馬可夫鏈，分群，群聚效度。

Abstract
This project proposes a new clustering technique based on genetic algorithms, without the need for
any GA operation. With the aid of an analysis of population Markov chains and some modifications to
the genetic operations, the proposed technique markedly outperforms the existing conventional
GA-based clustering methods. The proposed strategy adopts a modified version of Markov chain
modeling introduced by Yong Gao et al. to perform the evolutionary process. In the evolutionary process,
offspring are simply produced according to the probabilities provided from Markov chain modeling,
without any conventional genetic operators. Hence, a great deal of the processing time required by
genetic operators can be eliminated. In the clustering procedure, the center candidates of the clusters are
taken from the data set, so that we can use binary representation to encode a certain set of cluster centers
and in advance create a look-up table that saves the distances between every pair of data points and
prevent the repeated computation of distances in evaluating the fitness function. In addition, we shall
analyze a variety of distance metrics and figure how to preserve characteristics of certain clusters, such
as shape and size. The validity of the clusters is measured using the Davies-Bouldin index. The
experimental results indicate the superiority of the proposed algorithm over conventional genetic
algorithms, and show that the proposed algorithms achieve better performance with less computational
time than the conventional genetic algorithms.

Keywords: genetic algorithms, genetic operations, Markov chains, clustering, Davies-Bouldin index.
二、報告內容與參考文獻
本次的專題結果已投稿並獲接受於 the 18th International Conference on
Pattern Recognition (ICPR2006)， 此學術會議於 August， 20-24， 2006 在香
港舉行。 所發表的文章（第 3 頁）附錄於本頁之後。

三、計畫成果自評

本計畫執行成果所提之新的以基因演算法(Genetic Algorithm, GA)為基礎之分群(clustering)
技術，其不需執行 GA 運算而是藉由分析族群馬可夫鏈(population Markov chains) 以及一些基
因演算法操作運算的修改，此提出的技術效能遠遠超越現存的其它基因演算法分群(GA
clustering)方法，執行成果顯示與當初所提之原計畫內容大致相符，也達到預期目標。本計畫的
執行不僅得以發表一篇於 ICPR06 conference 之論文， 還有一位碩士班學生利用此分群技術作
為其研究所需之工具。希望後續能以這次研究的成效與經驗，應用於更廣泛的領域。

Robust Clustering based on Winner-Population Markov Chain
Fu-Wen Yang, Hwei-Jen Lin, Patrick S. P. Wang, and Hung-Hsuan Wu
Abstract—In this paper, we propose an
unsupervised genetic clustering algorithm, which
produces a new chromosome without any
conventional GAs operators, and instead
according to the gene reproducing probabilities
determined by Markov chain modeling. Selection
of cluster centers from the dataset enables
construction of a look-up table that saves the
distances between all pairs of data points. The
experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm not only solves the premature problem
to provide a more stable clustering performance
in terms of number of clusters and clustering
results, but also improves the time efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a useful technique for the applications
in image segmentation, information retrieval,
pattern recognition, data mining, and machine
learning. However, in many such problems, there is
little prior information and few assumptions about
the data (cluster shapes, number of clusters, initial
conditions, etc.). Several algorithms require
information for clustering, such as K-means,
Fuzzy-c-means, EM, etc, as previous literature has
stated [1-2]. However, the number of clusters of a
data set is not given as prior information in most
real life situations and these clustering systems are
not able to automatically and efficiently form nature
groups of the input patterns in these situations. The
clustering problem in such situations is referred to
unsupervised clustering. In the research of
unsupervised clustering, the evolutionary
approaches are often employed and provide good
clustering results. Such approaches can
automatically determining optimal number of
clusters. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are the
best-known evolutionary techniques [3-4]. To date,
some research articles have dealt with these
methods [5-9]. Among the GA-based clustering
algorithms illustrated in the current literature, the

GCUK (Genetic Clustering for Unknown K)
method proposed by Bandyopadhyay and Maulik [9]
is one of the most effective. However, its cost of
computational time is very high because it uses a
string representation (or real-number encoding) to
encode clusters that require a great deal of time for
floating-point computation. In our previous paper
[10], we proposed an unsupervised clustering
method, called the PMCC algorithm, that
outperforms the GCUK method in terms of both
time efficiency and the clustering results. The
PMCC algorithm, based on population Markov
chain [10], uses the gene reproducing probabilities
of Markov chain modeling to perform evolution
without any GA operators, so that it saves a great
deal of computational time required by the
canonical GA operations. Selection of cluster
centers from the dataset enables construction of a
look-up table that saves the distances between all
pairs of data points, and thus the repeated evaluation
of fitness during the evolution process can be
avoided. Nevertheless, even though the PMCC
algorithm behaves quite well when compared with
the GCUK method, it still has the problem of
premature convergence, especially when the number
of clusters included in the data set tends to be large.
This was our motivation to propose an improved
version of the PMCC method: the WPMCC
(Winner Population Markov Chain) method. The
results of our experiments show that this improved
version not only solves the premature convergence
problem providing a more stable clustering
performance in terms of number of clusters and
clustering results, but it also improves the time
efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
illustrates the preliminary of the canonical genetic
algorithms. In Section 3, the proposed clustering
algorithm based on winner-population Markov
chain is introduced. Experimental results and
discussion are given in Section 4, with our
conclusion in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARY
Genetic algorithms are search and optimization
algorithms based on the principles of natural
evolution. They have been frequently used in
unsupervised clustering. In many theoretical studies
of GAs analyses [11-13], the population Markov
chain models have been adopted. Yong Gao et al.
[13] proposed a novel genetic algorithm (called
GANGO2) which needs neither to maintain a
population nor to use the conventional genetic
operators, and yet has the same search mechanisms
as the classical GAs. They can be implemented by
directly sampling the transition probability
distributions instead of by applying the
conventional genetic operators to evolve the
populations. The theoretical analyses and their
proposed theorem are introduced in this Section.
Definition: Given a population X = (X’1, …, X’P),
X’i = (xi1, …, xil), i = 1,…, P, for any positive
integer 1≤ j ≤ l, let Ij0 and Ij1 denote the sets of
indices of all the chromosomes of the population X
that have respectively a zero or one at the j-th gene
position, that is, I j ={x = 0, 1≤ i ≤ P}, I j ={x =1,1 ≤ i ≤ P},
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Theorem: Consider the GA population Markov
chain {X(k), generation k≥0}. Given X(k) = X, the
conditional distribution of the j-th component
xij(k+1) of individual X’i(k+1) is a zero-one
distribution with the parameter uniquely determined
by the characteristic of X and the mutation
probability pm as
pj(k+1,0)=P{xij(k+1)=0|X(k)=X}=aj+(1-2aj)pm (2)
pj(k+1,1)=P{xij(k+1)=1|X(k)=X}=bj+(1-2bj)pm (3)
Although the over-all performance of our previously
proposed clustering algorithm, called PMCC, based
on GANGO2 is fine, it still has some problems: (1)
Although the fitter chromosome can immediately
contribute to the creation of the other chromosomes
of the later population, the initial population
sometimes tends to influence the outcome during
the entire evolution process. (2) The values of

F(X(k+1)) and Fj1(X(k+1)) tend to unrestrictedly
expand, and the effects will decay in the later and
fitter chromosomes. (3) The average threshold,
t(k+1), is a cumulative sum of the fitness values
from duplicate individuals, so the use of this
threshold tends to prematurely converge, especially
when the dataset has more than 7 clusters. This
motivates us to modify the PMCC algorithm to
obtain an improved version, called WPMCC
(Winner-Population Markov Chain Clustering) and
described in the next section.

3. THE PROPOSED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
This section describes in more depth how the
proposed method is implemented.
3.1. Binary Representation
The cluster centers are selected from the data set.
The chromosome length is equal to the size of the
data set. The j-th gene of a chromosome
corresponds to the j-th data point in the data set. If
the j-th data point is selected to be a cluster center,
the allele of the j-th gene in the chromosome is set
to “1”; otherwise “0”. The number of clusters,
denoted by K, is assumed to lie in the range [Kmin,
Kmax], where Kmin is set to 2, and Kmax is commonly
set to N / 2 or N , where N is the chromosome length
(or the size of the input data), unless otherwise
specified.
3.2. Population Initialization
Let P be the population size. First, an integer Kr for
the r-th chromosome, r = 1, 2, …, P, is randomly
selected from the range [Kmin, Kmax], and then Kr
distinct data points are randomly chosen from the
data set, the allele of the gene corresponding to the
index of each of the chosen data points is set to “1”;
while that of each of the remaining genes is set to
“0”. For example, if N = 16, Kr = 3 for the r-th
chromosome, and 3 data points randomly chosen
from the data set have indices 3, 10, and 12,
respectively, then the chromosome should be 0010
0000 0101 0000.
3.3. Fitness Function Evaluation

The clustering results should have the following
properties: (1) homogeneity within the clusters and
(2) heterogeneity between clusters. To evaluate the
clustering results, several cluster validity measures
have been proposed [1, 14, 15]. We employed the
Davies-Bouldin index (DB index) [14] to measure
the validity of the clusters, since our experiments
showed that the DB index is better than other
indices such as the Dunn index and the XB index.
As given in Equation (6), the DB index is a function
of the ratio of the sum of the within-cluster scatter
to the between-cluster separation, which provides an
appropriate measurement. In Equations (4) and (5),
Si,q denotes the measure of dispersion of a cluster Ci,
i = 1, …, K, appearing in a chromosome Ch. Ri,qt
denotes the maximal similarity index of Ci to the
other clusters and dij,t ≡ d(Ci, Cj) denotes the
Minkowski distance of order t between Ci and Cj (q
= 1 and t = 2 in this paper.) The reciprocal of the
DB index is taken as the fitness function for our
system, as defined in Equation (7).
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3.4. Winner-Population Markov Chain Clustering
Algorithm
The winner-population Markov chain clustering
algorithm (WPMCC) is given as follows:
Step 1. Set k ← 0, and generate initial population X(0)
= {X’(1), X’(2), …, X’(P)}, compute F(X(0)),
Fj1(X(0)), bj(k), and pj(k, 1), 1 ≤ j ≤ l,
according to Eq.s (1 & 3), and set t(0) ←
Max {f(X’(i))}.

get a chromosome X’(i) ← (x1(i), x2(i),…,
xl(i)).
if ( f(X’(i)) > t(k) ) then
if (t(k+1) < f(X’(i)) then t(k+1) ← f(X’(i)),
//update F(X(k+1)) and Fj1(X(k+1))
F(X(k+1)) ← F(X(k+1)) + f(X’(i))
for j ← 1 to l do
if xj(i) = 1 then
Fj1(X(k+1)) ← Fj1(X(k+1)) + f(X’(i))
Step 4. If some stopping criterion is met then stop
else for j ← 1 to l do
compute bj(k+1) and pj(k+1, 1),
k ← k + 1 and go to Step 2.
For providing more stable clustering results, we
count the accumulative sum of the probabilities of
population Markov chain modeling for each gene in
a population of C chromosomes. If we set C equal
to 1, the WPMCC algorithm becomes similar to the
PMCC algorithm. That is, the fitter chromosomes
may immediately contribute to the creation of the
other chromosomes in the later population. This
causes quick convergence and yields unstable
results. Conversely, the greater the value of C is, the
more slowly the WPMCC algorithm converges and
more stable results it provides. For preventing the
premature convergence, first, we use the maximum
fitness value as the threshold for each population of
C chromosomes. Only the chromosomes with
fitness greater than the threshold can affect and
change the values of F(X(k+1)) and Fj1(X(k+1)). In
such a way, these values would not be unlimitedly
affected by the same individuals again and again.
Second, we initialize the values of F(X(k+1)) and
Fj1(X(k+1)) for each generation to avoid unlimited
expansion when they are modified in Step 2.
Because chromosomes greater than the threshold
become fewer and fewer, any chromosome
produced in the later generations contributes more
and more effect.

1≤i≤ P

j

Step 2. //Initializing F(X(k+1)) and F 1(X(k+1))

F(X(k+1)) ← t(k), t(k+1) ← t(k),
for j ← 1 to l do
Fj1(X(k+1)) ← bj(k) × F(X(k+1))
Step 3. //Generating a new population
for i ← 1 to C do
Independently sample pj(k, 1), 1 ≤ j ≤ l, to

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments were implemented in an
environment using the Intel Centrino-Mobile
1.3GHz CPU, 30G HDD, 256M RAM and
Microsoft Windows XP. In our experiments, 100

artificial and random data sets with a variety of
numbers (in [Kmin, Kmax] = [2, 11]) of clusters were
tested to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method. These data sets are publicly available on
the Website: http://pria.cs.tku.edu.tw. In our
experiments, pm is automatically estimated by the
equation pm ≈ 1.75 /( P × l ), pc = 0.9 as required in
[16], P = C = 100, G = 100, and [Kmin, Kmax] =
[ 2 , N ]. Finally, the DB index was adopted to
measure the validity of the clusters. For comparison,
we performed both our methods and the GCUK
method 10 runs on each data set. Figure 1 shows the
average maximum fitness values resulting from
these methods, having been tested 10 runs for each
data set, respectively. It demonstrates that on the
average the WPMCC algorithm indeed provides
better fitness values than any of the other methods,
especially when the dataset has more than 5 clusters.
Figure 2 shows the average processing time per data
point required by each method tested 10 runs for
each data set, and demonstrates that the WPMCC
algorithm is about 3 to 7 times faster than the
GCUK-clustering method and a little bit faster than
the PMCC method. Our experiments also show that
the WPMCC algorithm converges before the 15th
generation and has greater maximum fitness values
than any of the others.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper modifies the previously proposed
unsupervised clustering PMCC algorithm, to
achieve an improved version: the WPMCC
algorithm, which not only improves the premature
convergence problem so as to provide a more stable
clustering performance, but also improves the time
efficiency. Using the Euclidean distance as the
dissimilarity metric yields circular clusters. Such
clusters for some of the test data may not as natural
as those provided by people. In the future, we will
test the other distance metric such as Mahalanoobis
distance and point symmetry distance [17] against a
variety of data sets with various shapes of clusters.
In addition we are investigating the correlation
between the convergence speed and the number of
clusters in the data set and studying on
similarity/dissimilarity metrics and expect to further
improve the unsupervised clustering algorithm.
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